your conveyor belt to the cloud
Application Transformation & Modernization Factory (atmf)
embracing the cloud – without the risk

your benefits with atmf

Digitization and the rise of cloud technologies are putting businesses under
pressure to take action. But for many, the risk seems too high. There is an
answer to this dilemma: partnering with an external expert. This allows you
to place responsibility for one-time application migration in experienced
hands, and enables you to free up in-house resources for other tasks.
This is where the T-Systems Application Transformation & Modernization
Factory (ATMF) comes into its own. It offers standardized, end-to-end migration to the cloud – available as fixed-price service packages in standard
sizes. The ATMF offering, in conjunction with the T-Systems Cloudifier, is
ideal for non-SAP and non-Microsoft applications, including home-grown
solutions – in other words, for all the applications that add the most value to
your business. There are two migration scenarios. The first is the shift to
the cloud, where existing applications are not significantly changed, but
readied for a virtual environment. Second, there is the modernization of
applications – i.e. reengineering them to be cloud-native. Both approaches
are based on standardized, clearly defined phases.

Available as needed – Simply request and receive the transformation
expertise, processes, tools and methods you’ll only need once

Design phase
Potential analysis: evaluation of strategy, benchmarking, identification
of potential savings and business opportunities
Target architecture: expert advice on the most suitable applications,
what steps to take, and the best target platform

Unchain your IT – Protect investment and migrate specialized valueadded applications

Transform phase
Industrialized migration via a factory-based approach, using information
obtained during the design phase
Automated factory process that readies applications for the target
cloud platform using proven methods

first step: the scoping workshop

Low-risk transformation – Migrate during ongoing operations, with a
partner who has up-to-the-minute skills and a large team of specialists
Guaranteed quality – Industrialized solutions offer built-in quality
assurance, via a factory-based approach with proven methods
In line with your requirements – Choose a cloud architecture (from private
to hybrid or public) that meets the specific requirements of your business
and applications; no vendor lock-in
On time and on budget – Rapid migration to the cloud according to a
defined timeline – with no risk, no unpleasant surprises, industrialized
services and at offshore prices

Remain up to date – test and migration scripts available for customer’s
own use; roll out new functions without waiting for major releases

Workshop held to select five applications for proof of concept study:
Cloud readiness assessment
Migration and transformation

cloudify your it with standardized services
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